
Meeting of the Scarborough Energy Committee

September 9, 2012

Meeting began at 7:35 AM.

Committee Members Present: Judy Roy, Deb McDonough, Rick Meinking , Scott Berube. Anton
Bodor, Sandi Dargi

Others Present: Tom Hall, Dan Kelly (Woodward & Curran)

Absent: Ian Engleman,

Approve minutes:  Unanimous.

Approve agenda:  Unanimous.

Tri-Gen:  Dan Curran, Woodward & Curran
Has reviewed Self Gen proposal, met with Paul Aubrey
Put our numbers into the WC model.
Generator sized for twice town hall electric load.
Doesn’t meet our thermal needs.  Would double the size to meet thermal needs.
Perhaps cutting 2/3 into peak, rejecting heat?
Have evaluated our existing system.  2/6 nonfunctional, trouble finding parts.
Cracks probably due to over firing, perhaps can prevent through load balancing.
Could probably replace with 3 or 4 condensing units.  Typically 5:1 turndown.
Cost savings still possible.
Options:

Leave 4 existing for emergency back-up, replace failed units for trimming.
Pull all 6, replace with 3.  $15-20K / boiler, some modifications.
Pull DHW onto boilers.
Moves 3-5 year payback to 5-7 w/ boiler replacements.

Financing:  We have $165K budgeted.
Open book becoming more popular, costs exposed.
Costs are reasonable, aggressive on run times.
Within 3-5% of Paul’s numbers.
Town can borrow money at lower cost.

Given that we need full redundancy on boilers, do that now?
Eases the time frame.
Run additional models. Two generators?
Sort out financing.

Reassurance that the analysis we have is worth the money we paid.
Legal review of the Memorandum of Agreement.
Recommend reciprocating turbine over microturbine.
Biomass?  2-3 trucks a day, more attention.
CHP systems are very common.  ~75 booths at trade shows.



Self Gen has been around a while.
Woodward & Curran does install these systems.
If we wait a year, we can bond, apply to Efficiency Maine.
Should we put this to a competitive process?
Perhaps buy one boiler, bank funds for a second, remainder for engineering.
Natural Gas boiler incentives, Efficiency Maine, sizing.

Solar – Higgans Beach Comfort Station.
Efficiency Maine funding, up to $4000, funding going fast.
Discuss by e-mail.  Need more details.

Regular meeting:  October 18 @ 7:30 AM.
Agenda TBA

Meeting adjourned at 9:10 AM


